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Technical Consultant and Expert Witness for Plaintiff 
2a-Parties to be included in lawsuit:  

Restaurant owner (franchisee or private), because they are responsible for 
restaurant and perhaps maintenance 
      Restaurant owning corporation if a company location-same as above 
      Restaurant Manager if different from the owner or corporation-same as above  
      Fan Manufacturer, regarding possible defect in the fan-problem may be due to a 
product design or manufacturing defect 
      Fan Installer-problem may be due to incorrect installation 
 Distributor or retailer who sold the fan-may have been defective or missing a part 
      Motor manufacturer if different from original part or if it’s the original motor-
problem may be due to a motor defect or original design defect 
      City Restaurant Inspection Department-responsible for public safety and 
inspection of restaurants 
      Any maintenance company employed by the restaurant owner to maintain the fan-
problem could involve lack of or improper maintenance 
      Manufacturer of the fastener that held the blades on-fasteners could be defective 
or substandard for application 
 Retailer of the fastener that held the blades on-fasteners could be defective or 
substandard for application 
      Manufacturer of the blades if different from above-blade could be defective or 
substandard for application, supplied on subcontract 
 General Contractor-could have installed fan incorrectly, bought incorrect or 
defective fan. Also furniture or building features could have contributed to plaintiff not 
being able to avoid injury 
 Electrical Contractor- could have installed fan incorrectly, bought incorrect or 
defective fan. 
 Architect or Interior Designer if he or she specified the fan 
 
 2b-What evidence should be gathered and why? 

Broken blade, to ascertain make, model, failure mode, materials, damage 
 Remains of fan-to help solve failure 
       Photos and video of incident location-to document where incident happened 
       Any additional missing parts from the fan, with info and reasons as in fan blade 
       Age of the fan, installation date-to determine amount of wear, possible 
maintenance issues 
 Records of manufacturer regarding similar failures-to see how common failure is 
       Interview witnesses there during incident-to get idea of what happened from 
several perspectives 
 Time of day, temperature in restaurant-perhaps could have implications on use 
 Photos and video of any furniture, architectural items, etc to establish any features 
that contributed to plaintiff not being able to avoid fan blade 
 Any physical issues that prevented the plaintiff from avoiding injury, such as 
disability-to establish inability to react in time 
 Medical details of the injury, including prognosis for recovery 



 State of cleanliness of the restaurant floor or surfaces that may have contributed to 
injury 
2c-What information is needed to successfully try the case? 
 Injuries sustained 
 Reasons if any why plaintiff could not avoid injury 
 Cause of failure of the fan 
 Medical details of the injury, including prognosis for recovery 
 Responsible parties 
 Parties who did not take action to prevent the incident from happening 
 What actions were necessary by a responsible party to keep incident from 
happening 
 Whether or not fan met any required safety standards 
 Maintenance status of the fan relative to manufacturer’s recommendations 
 Maintenance status of the restaurant surfaces if slippage was a factor 
2d-What tests/experiments should be performed? 
 Fatigue, tensile and shear strength tests on blade fasteners, motor connecting 
parts, and blades 
 RPM measurements on fan to confirm that motor turns at same speed as designed 
 Floor and other surface friction tests if slipping on floor or furniture was a factor 
 Physical therapy on the plaintiff to determine amounts of injury, permanent and 
temporary 
2e-Who would you suggest the attorney depose and why? 
 Witnesses in restaurant during incident-to get facts of incident 
 Restaurant Manager-to assess level of responsibility 

Restaurant Owner, both private and corporate-to assess involvement in safety 
If Corporate, company safety and maintenance officers-to assess involvement in 

safety 
 Restaurant employees involved-to get facts of incident 
 Fan manufacturer-to assess fan design and whether this fan is standard, modified, 
or defective 
 Maintenance company employee who serviced fan-to assess state and care of 
maintenance  

Maintenance company owner-to assess involvement in safety 
 Medical first responders- to get medical facts of incident 
 Doctors treating patient-to get medical condition and prognosis for recovery 
 
Technical Consultant and Expert Witness for Defendant 
3a-What theories of defense would you recommend? 
 Maintenance subcontractor XYZ didn’t maintain the fan per specs 
 Franchiser, Retailer or Distributor ABC sold us the defective fan 
 Construction company DEF or Maintenance company XYZ installed the fan 
incorrectly 
 Plaintiff was doing something to the fan when incident occurred (if actually so) 
 Fan could be a replacement for original spec unit 
 Subcontractor Happy Family Fan Company provided defective fasteners 
3b- Who would you suggest the attorney depose and why? 



 Restaurant owner (franchisee or private), because they are responsible for 
restaurant and perhaps maintenance 
      Restaurant owning corporation if a company location-same as above 
      Restaurant Manager if different from the owner or corporation-same as above  
      Fan Manufacturer, regarding possible defect in the fan-problem may be due to a 
product design or manufacturing defect 
      Fan Installer-problem may be due to incorrect installation 
 Distributor or retailer who sold the fan-may have been defective or missing a part 
      Motor manufacturer if different from original part or if it’s the original motor-
problem may be due to a motor defect or original design defect 
      Any maintenance company employed by the restaurant owner to maintain the fan-
problem could involve lack of or improper maintenance 
      Manufacturer of the fastener that held the blades on-fasteners could be defective 
or substandard for application 
      Manufacturer of the blades if different from above-blade could be defective or 
substandard for application, supplied on subcontract 
 Witnesses in restaurant at time of incident 
3c-What evidence should be gathered and why? 
 Restaurant maintenance records-to see who has responsibility and whether they 
met it 
 Fan purchase records-to see if fan is original 
 Remains of fan-to help solve failure 
 Any additional missing parts from the fan, with info and reasons as in fan blade 
 Any fan installation and maintenance records-to see if maintenance was properly 
done 
 Maintenance subcontractor contract documents and evidence of their 
responsibilities in performing maintenance 
 Evidence of any dissatisfaction restaurant owner(s) have had with Maintenance 
subcontractor 
3d-What information is needed to successfully defend the case? 
 Any supporting evidence as above that will show the restaurant used their best 
efforts to do proper installation and maintenance, so that failure can be proven to be 
beyond their control or ability to ascertain in normal use 
3e- What tests/experiments should be performed? 
 Fatigue, tensile and shear strength tests on blade fasteners, motor connecting 
parts, and blades 
 RPM measurements on fan to confirm that motor turns at same speed as designed 
 
Technical Consultant and Expert Witness for Fan Manufacturer 
4a- What theories of defense would you recommend? 
 Maintenance subcontractor XYZ didn’t maintain the fan per specs 
 Maintenance or installation company damaged or modified the fan after it left the 
factory 
 Fan selection by others was improper per our normal recommendations 
 Franchiser, Retailer or Distributor ABC sold a defective fan that was somehow 
modified after it left our factory 



 Construction company DEF or Maintenance company XYZ installed the fan 
incorrectly 
 Restaurant company didn’t maintain the fan properly within specs 
 Plaintiff was doing something to the fan when incident occurred (if actually so) 
 Subcontractor Happy Family Fan Company provided defective fasteners and/or 
parts that didn’t meet our specs 
4b- Who would you suggest the attorney depose and why? 
 Witnesses in restaurant during incident-to get facts of incident 
 Restaurant Manager-to assess level of responsibility 

Restaurant Owner, both private and corporate-to assess involvement in safety 
If Corporate, company safety and maintenance officers-to assess involvement in 

safety 
 Restaurant employees involved-to get facts of incident 
 Fan subcontractor-to assess fan design and whether this fan is standard, modified, 
or defective 
 Maintenance company employee who serviced fan-to assess state and care of 
maintenance  

Maintenance company owner-to assess involvement in safety 
 Plaintiff-to see what if any actions they were doing to fan when incident occurred 
4c- What evidence should be gathered and why? 
 Broken blade, to ascertain make, model, failure mode, materials, damage 
 Remains of fan-to help solve failure 
 Any additional missing parts from the fan, with info and reasons as in fan blade 
       Photos and video of incident location-to document where incident happened 
       Any additional missing parts from the fan, with info and reasons as in fan blade 
       Age of the fan, installation date-to determine amount of wear, possible 
maintenance issues 
       Interview witnesses there during incident-to get idea of what happened from 
several perspectives 
 Time of day, temperature in restaurant-perhaps could have implications on use 
 Photos and video of any furniture, architectural items, etc to establish any features 
that contributed to plaintiff not being able to avoid fan blade 
 If fans were specified by the architect or builder, what those specs were 
4d- What information is needed to successfully defend the case? 
 Any supporting evidence as above that will show the manufacturer used their best 
efforts to do proper manufacturing and quality control, so that failure can be proven to be 
beyond their control or ability to ascertain if fan is in normal use 
4e- What tests/experiments should be performed? 
 Complete inspection of the fan and parts against company standards 
 Fatigue, tensile and shear strength tests on blade fasteners, motor connecting 
parts, and blades 
 RPM measurements on fan to confirm that motor turns at same speed as designed 
 Microscopic examination of failure site to confirm means of failure 
 
Technical Consultant and Expert Witness for Fan Distributor 
5a- What theories of defense would you recommend? 



 Maintenance subcontractor XYZ didn’t maintain the fan per specs 
 Manufacturer sold us the defective fan 
 Construction company DEF or Maintenance company XYZ installed the fan 
incorrectly or damaged, or modified it 
 Plaintiff was doing something to the fan when incident occurred  
 Restaurant failed to maintain fan per specs 
5b- Who would you suggest the attorney depose and why? 
 Restaurant owner (franchisee or private), because they are responsible for 
restaurant and perhaps maintenance 
      Restaurant owning corporation if a company location-same as above 
      Restaurant Manager if different from the owner or corporation-same as above  
      Fan Manufacturer, regarding possible defect in the fan-problem may be due to a 
product design or manufacturing defect 
      Fan Installer-problem may be due to incorrect installation 
 Retailer who sold the fan-may have been defective or missing a part 
      Motor manufacturer if different from original part or if it’s the original motor-
problem may be due to a motor defect or original design defect 
      Any maintenance company employed by the restaurant owner to maintain the fan-
problem could involve lack of or improper maintenance 
     Manufacturer of the blades if not original-blade could be defective or substandard 
for application, supplied on subcontract 
 Witnesses in restaurant at time of incident 
5c- What evidence should be gathered and why? 
 Broken blade, to ascertain make, model, failure mode, materials, damage 
 Remains of fan-to help solve failure 
 Any additional missing parts from the fan, with info and reasons as in fan blade 
       Age of the fan, installation date-to determine amount of wear, possible 
maintenance issues 
 Records of manufacturer regarding similar failures 
       Interview witnesses there during incident-to get idea of what happened from 
several perspectives 
 Time of day, temperature in restaurant-perhaps could have implications on use 
5d- What information is needed to successfully defend the case? 
 Any supporting evidence as above that will show the distributor used their best 
efforts to provide proper quality goods, so that failure can be proven to be beyond their 
control or ability to ascertain if fan is in normal use 
5e- What tests/experiments should be performed? 
 Fatigue, tensile and shear strength tests on blade fasteners, motor connecting 
parts, and blades 
 RPM measurements on fan to confirm that motor turns at same speed as designed 
 
6. Technical Consultant and Expert Witness for General Contractor
6a-What theories of defense would you recommend? 
 Maintenance subcontractor XYZ didn’t maintain the fan per specs 

Restaurant didn’t maintain fan per specs 
 Franchiser, Retailer or Distributor ABC sold us the defective fan 



 Maintenance company XYZ installed replacement fan incorrectly (if a 
replacement) 
 Electrical contractor installed fan incorrectly 
 Plaintiff was doing something to the fan when incident occurred  
6b- Who would you suggest the attorney depose and why? 
 Restaurant owner (franchisee or private), because they are responsible for 
restaurant and perhaps maintenance 
      Restaurant owning corporation if a company location-same as above 
      Restaurant Manager if different from the owner or corporation-same as above  
      Fan Manufacturer, regarding possible defect in the fan-problem may be due to a 
product design or manufacturing defect 
      Electrical contractor-problem may be due to incorrect installation 
 Distributor or retailer who sold the fan-may have been defective or missing a part 
      Any maintenance company employed by the restaurant owner to maintain the fan-
problem could involve lack of or improper maintenance 
      Witnesses in restaurant at time of incident 
6c-What evidence should be gathered and why? 
 Restaurant maintenance records 
 Broken blade, to ascertain make, model, failure mode, materials, damage 
 Remains of fan-to help solve failure 
 Any additional missing parts from the fan, with info and reasons as in fan blade 
 Fan purchase records if bought by GC or restaurant 
 Any fan installation and maintenance records 
 Maintenance subcontractor contract documents and evidence of their 
responsibilities in performing maintenance 
 Fan manufacturer fan failure records 
 Electrical subcontractor purchase and installation records 
 Evidence of any dissatisfaction restaurant owner(s) have had with Maintenance 
subcontractor 
6d-What information is needed to successfully defend the case? 
 Any supporting evidence as above that will show the General Contractor used 
their best efforts to do proper installation and maintenance, so that failure can be proven 
to be beyond their control or ability to ascertain in normal use 
6e- What tests/experiments should be performed? 
 Fatigue, tensile and shear strength tests on blade fasteners, motor connecting 
parts, and blades 
 RPM measurements on fan to confirm that motor turns at same speed as designed 
 
7. Technical Consultant and Expert Witness for Electrical Contractor
7a-What theories of defense would you recommend? 
 Maintenance subcontractor didn’t maintain the fan per specs 

Restaurant didn’t maintain fan per specs 
 Franchiser, Retailer or Distributor sold us the defective fan 
 Maintenance subcontractor installed replacement fan incorrectly (if a 
replacement) 
 Electrical contractor installed fan incorrectly 



 Plaintiff was doing something to the fan when incident occurred  
7b- Who would you suggest the attorney depose and why? 
 Restaurant owner (franchisee or private), because they are responsible for 
restaurant and perhaps maintenance 
      Restaurant owning corporation if a company location-same as above 
      Restaurant Manager if different from the owner or corporation-same as above  
      Fan Manufacturer, regarding possible defect in the fan-problem may be due to a 
product design or manufacturing defect 
      General contractor-problem may be due to management issues or specs 
 Distributor or retailer who sold the fan-may have been defective or missing a part 
      Any maintenance company employed by the restaurant owner to maintain the fan-
problem could involve lack of or improper maintenance 
      Witnesses in restaurant at time of incident 
7c-What evidence should be gathered and why? 
 Restaurant maintenance records 
 Fan purchase records 
 Any fan installation and maintenance records 
 Maintenance subcontractor contract documents and evidence of their 
responsibilities in performing maintenance 
 Fan manufacturer fan failure records 
 Electrical subcontractor purchase and installation records 
 Evidence of any dissatisfaction restaurant owner(s) have had with Maintenance 
subcontractor 
7d-What information is needed to successfully defend the case? 
 Any supporting evidence as above that will show the Electrical Contractor used 
their best efforts to do proper installation and maintenance, so that failure can be proven 
to be beyond their control or ability to ascertain in normal use 
7e- What tests/experiments should be performed? 
 Fatigue, tensile and shear strength tests on blade fasteners, motor connecting 
parts, and blades 
 RPM measurements on fan to confirm that motor turns at same speed as designed 
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